1. Upcoming UCID meetings
   September 2008  Time and location to be announced later

2. Discussion of creating a faculty mentoring program (see the attached outline of a proposal)

3. Are we going to present something at New Faculty Orientation at the end of the summer like we did last year?

4. Possible additions to our website
   • Resources for teaching subjects involving diversity and for teaching classes with diverse student groups (see for example, resources available from CRLT Players, CHAS, Bonnie TuSmith’s talk at Union last year and Melissa Harris-Lacewell’s writings)?
   • Projects accomplished?
   • Projects underway?

5. Subjects for future meetings?
   • Creating a program for discussing issues of diversity on campus
   • Creating a way for recognizing the accomplishments of UCID faculty
   • Working to promote greater social diversity
   • Academic diversity
   • Welcoming of international students to Union